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Letter from the Editor
Dear Gluten Free Foodies,

Forget cake, forget cookies—pies are the best desserts. With the right gluten free pie
crust, you can have any type of pie that you crave, whether it’s sweet or savory. In this
awesome free eCookbook, 8 Gluten Free Pie Recipes, you’ll find an amazing gluten free
pie crust recipe that is super flakey and buttery; no one will know that it’s gluten free.
Once you’ve made that recipe, you’ll have an amazing base for almost all of the pie
recipes included here.
Find your passion for pie in this free eCookbook of delicious recipes. Make everything
from classic pies, like “Foolproof Apple Pie” (pg. 9) and “No Bake Chocolate Pie” (pg.
15), to new and creative pies like “Raspberry Chocolate Truffle Pie” (pg. 5). All of these
pies are perfect for making during the week or for special occasions. You’ll love how
easy these great dessert recipes are and how yummy they turn out to be. When you’re
looking for a great gluten free dessert, think pies. This free eCookbook will show you how
it’s done.
For more excellent gluten free recipes, be sure to visit FaveGlutenFreeRecipes.com.
While you’re there, subscribe to FaveGlutenFreeRecipes’ free Gluten Free Digest
newsletter to get free recipes delivered to your inbox every week.
Happy baking!

Sincerely,
The Editors of FaveGlutenFreeRecipes.com
www.FaveGlutenFreeRecipes.com
Find blog posts about FaveGlutenFreeRecipes and more at RecipeChatter.com.
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Raspberry
Chocolate Truffle
Adriana from Living Healthy with Chocolate
Raspberry Chocolate Truffle Pie is perfect
for any special occasion that you have
coming up. From a birthday to an
anniversary, this pie is the perfect dessert to
create.

Serves
10

Ingredients
For the crust


1/2 cup raw almonds



1/2 cup raw pecans



1/2 cup dates



3 Tbsp raw cacao powder



1/2 Tbsp coconut oil, melted



1/2 tsp vanilla extract

For the filling


1 can (13.5 oz)
full fat coconut
milk



3 Tbsp
coconut oil,
melted



1 cup
chocolate

For the raspberry
sauce


1 1/2 cup
raspberries, frozen
or fresh

Instructions
For the crust

1. Chop almonds and pecans in a food processor until coarse meal and place in
bowl.
2. Remove pits from dates and process in the food processor until they form a
creamy paste.
Instructions continue on the next page
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Instructions (continued)
For the crust (cont.)
3. Add date paste, cacao powder, coconut oil, and vanilla extract to the bowl
with the almonds and pecans. Mix to combine all ingredients.

4. Pat the crust mixture onto the bottom of an 8-inch springform pan that’s lined
with parchment paper.
For the raspberry sauce
1. Add 1 cup of raspberries to food processor and pulse until smooth (if you are
using frozen raspberries, let them thaw out completely first).
2. Pour into a strainer set over a bowl, and gently press the raspberries to extract
their juices.
3. Reserve 1/3 cup of the juice for the filling.
4. Mix the remaining 1/2 cup of whole raspberries into the sauce.
For the filling
1. Place the coconut milk and coconut oil in a sauce pan and heat the mixture
until it boils.
2. Remove the coconut milk from the stove and mix in reserved 1/3 cup of
raspberry sauce, chocolate chips, and vanilla extract until the chocolate melts
and everything is combined.
3. Pour filling over the crust and freeze overnight.
4. Remove from freezer, drizzle pie with raspberry sauce, and serve.
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Peanut Butter Pie
Mary from Gluten Free Spinner
This Peanut Butter Pie is not only super simple to
whip together, but it also tastes amazing. Made
with a crushed-cookie crust and a fluffy peanut
butter filling, this recipe is so good so you are going
to want to eat the whole thing by yourself.

Ingredients
For the filling


1 (8 oz) package 1/3-less fat cream cheese,
softened



3/4 cup powdered sugar plus 2 Tbsp, divided



3/4 cup creamy peanut butter (all-natural
preferred)



2 tsp vanilla extract or paste, divided



1 cup heavy whipping cream

For the crust


2 1/2 cups crushed cookies;
(combination of 1 box Annie’s
GF Snicker Doodle Bunny
Cookies and 5-6 Midel GF
chocolate sandwich cookies
[similar to Oreo] to equal total of
2 1/2 cups)



5-6 Tbsp butter, melted

Instructions
For the crust
1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees F. Lightly spray a pie plate with non-stick spray.
2. For the crust, combine the crushed cookie crumbs and melted butter until well
incorporated and press into the prepared pie plate up the sides and evenly on
the bottom.
3. Bake for 12 minutes. Remove from oven and let cool.
Instructions continued on next page
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Instructions (continued)
For the filling
1. Prepare the filling by blending the cream cheese, 3/4 cup powdered sugar, and
peanut butter with a hand mixer until light and fluffy. Add 1 teaspoon vanilla and
beat until combined. Set aside.
2. In a medium glass bowl, add the heavy whipping cream, remaining 1 teaspoon
vanilla, and 2 tablespoons powdered sugar. Whip until stiff peaks form. Fold all but
1/3 cup of the whipped cream into the peanut butter mixture (the 1/3 cup is for
the top), being careful to fold, not stir, to keep the fluffiness.
3. Pour into the pie shell and smooth out the top. Add the 1/3 cup reserved whipping
cream to the middle of the pie and smooth around - not to the edges. Refrigerate
at least 4 hours.
Notes:
 If you are making a day ahead, cover with plastic wrap after the 4 hours. 1/2 hour
before serving, drizzle melted chocolate chips over the top and sprinkle with
chopped peanuts.


If necessary to speed things up a bit, place in the freezer for no more than 10
minutes.
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Foolproof Apple Pie
King Arthur Flour
Homemade apple pie is a classic dessert that is
perfect anytime of the year. Top each slice
with some homemade whipped cream or ice
cream. This gluten free apple pie lets everyone
share in dessert (everyone’s favorite part of the
meal!)

Ingredients


1 gluten free pie crust



1/4 teaspoon salt



8 cups sliced apples (about 3
apples)



1 teaspoon cinnamon



1/4 teaspoon nutmeg



1/4 teaspoon allspice



1/4 cup boiled cider or undiluted apple juice
concentrate



2 Tbsp heavy whipping cream, for glazing



1 Tbsp granulated sugar, for glazing



2 Tbsp lemon juice



3/4 cup sugar



1/4 cup King Arthur Unbleached AllPurpose Flour or King Arthur Gluten
Free Multi-Purpose Flour



2 Tbsp cornstarch

Instructions
1. Lightly grease a 9-inch pie pan that’s at least 2 inches deep. This will make
serving the pie easier after it’s baked.
2. Combine the sliced apples and lemon juice in a large mixing bowl.
3. In a small bowl, whisk together the sugar, flour, cornstarch, salt, and spices.
Sprinkle the mixture over the apples and stir to coat them. Stir in the boiled cider
or apple juice concentrate.
Instructions continued on next page
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Instructions (continued)
5. Roll a little more than half of the gluten free pie crust dough to a 13” circle.
Transfer it to the prepared pan and trim the edges so they overlap the rim of the
pan by an inch all the way around.
6. Spoon the apple filling into the pan. Dot the top with the diced butter. Don’t be
afraid to over-fill—the filling will bake down.
7. Roll out the remaining pastry to an 11” circle. Cut the decorative vent holes, if
desired.
8. Preheat the oven to 425 degrees F.
9. Roll the overhanging crust up and over the top crust, pinching to seal the two.

10.Flute the edges of the pie (or use the cut-out scraps that you made earlier), then
place it in the refrigerator for 10 minutes to firm up the crust while the oven finishes
heating.
11. Place the pie on a parchment-lined baking sheet. Use a silicone pastry brush to
coat the top of the pie with heavy whipping cream and sprinkle with sugar.
12. Bake the pie for 20 minutes, then reduce the oven temperature to 375 degrees F
and bake for 40 minutes more until you see the filling bubbling inside the pie.
Check the pie after half an hour of baking time and cover the edges with foil or a
pie shield to keep them from browning too quickly.
13. When the pie is done, remove from the oven and let it rest for an hour at room
temperature before slicing.
14. Serve with whipped cream or ice cream!
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Coconut Custard Pie
Caitlin from The Vegan Chickpea
This Coconut Custard Pie accomplishes quite a
feat: it is made with a completely tofu-free vegan
custard recipe. Arrowroot starch, coconut oil, and
vegan sugar are just some of the ingredients used
instead. It’s a light and delicious gluten free treat
you’re sure to love.

Ingredients
For the crust

For the custard filling



1 3/4 cups finely ground
gluten free cookies



3 cups full-fat coconut milk
(about 1 1/2 cans)



3 Tbsp vegan sugar



2/3 cup vegan sugar



1/4 cup shredded,
unsweetened coconut



1/4 tsp salt



1/4 cup arrowroot starch



1/4 cup melted
coconut oil



1/4 cup shredded,
unsweetened coconut



2 Tbsp unsweetened
almond milk



1/2 cup toasted coconut,
divided

For the toasted coconut


1/2 cup shredded
unsweetened
coconut

Instructions
For the crust

1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees F.
2. In a large bowl, combine ground cookies, sugar, and coconut. Add in the
coconut oil and mix together until the dry mixture is completely damp and
begins to clump. Add in the almond milk and mix thoroughly until mixture is
evenly damp and consistent in texture.
Instructions continue on the next page
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Instructions (continued)
For the crust (cont.)
3. Press into greased pie pan and bake for 15-20 minutes or until edges turn golden
brown.

4. Remove from oven and allow to cool on counter for a half hour. If the bottom still
looks a bit damp, place in refrigerator for an additional 15 minutes to a half hour, or
until firm.
For the toasted coconut
1. Line a baking sheet with parchment paper and spread coconut overtop.
2. Place in oven for 5-6 minutes, opening the oven every 2 minutes to stir.

3. Remove from oven when coconut is lightly brown.
For the custard filling
1. In a medium saucepan over medium heat, combine coconut milk, sugar, and salt.
Use a whisk and continuously stir until sugar granules have melted.
2. Add in arrowroot starch and continue to whisk until the mixture begins to bubble.
Reduce heat to low-medium and keep whisking until the mixture has thickened
significantly (about 15-20 minutes).
3. Add in the shredded coconut and 1/4 cup of the toasted coconut, stirring until the
mixture thickens even more.
4. Remove from heat and stir in the vanilla extract. Pour into prepared pie crust and top
with the remainder of the toasted coconut.

5. Chill in the refrigerator overnight.
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Back to Basics Fruit
Pie
Jackie from Vegan Yack Attack
Back to Basics Fruit Pie is a delicious, simple,
and beautiful pie that you can make to wow
your friends and family. The pie is filled with
huge, colorful slices of apple, orange, and
persimmon.

Serves
8

Prep Time
20 min

Cook Time
25 min

Ingredients


1 1/2 cup raw almonds



1/2 cup rolled oats



6 Medjool dates, pitted



1 1/2 Tbsp coconut oil, room temperature



1 Tbsp maple syrup



Pinch of salt



2 small gala apples, cut into 1/8” slices



3 small persimmons, peeled & cut into 1/8” slices



2 medium tangerines, peeled & cut into 1/8” slices



Ground cinnamon for sprinkling



Ground ginger for sprinkling

Instructions are on the next page
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Instructions
1. If you are going to bake your pie, preheat oven to 350 degrees F.
2. Using a food processor, pulse the almonds, oats, dates, coconut oil, maple syrup,
and salt together until the almond pieces are very small (without pureeing
everything).
3. You should be able to pinch the dough together between your fingers and have it
stick together.
4. Press the crust mixture into a 9” pie or tart pan (that has a coat of coconut oil on
it) until evenly distributed.
5. Layer the fruit in the crust. For maximum aesthetic pleasure, layer the slices as so:
apple, orange, persimmon. Repeat that until you have filled the crust.
6. Sprinkle a few dashes of cinnamon and ground ginger over the top of the pie and
bake for 25-30 minutes.
7. Serve warm with a scoop of creamy vanilla ice cream for the ultimate treat!
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No Bake
Chocolate Pie
Clare from Calm Mind, Busy Body
The No Bake Chocolate Pie really is “easy as
pie!” If you have a blender or food processor,
you can make this tasty no bake pie in no time.
You can serve this chocolate pie at any time—
no one ever says no to a little extra chocolate!

Serves
6-8

Ingredients
For pie crust


1 Tbsp of each cashew, walnuts, almonds, and hemp seeds



4 Tbsp gluten free rolled oats



1/4 tsp cinnamon



Pinch of sea salt



15 pitted dates, soaked and drained

For the chocolate mousse


1 package of firm silken tofu (such as Mori-Nu lite firm silken tofu)



1/2 tsp vanilla



Pinch of sea salt



2 Tbsp light agave nectar



1 tsp mesquite (optional)



1 tsp maca (optional)



1 Tbsp carob powder



1 Tbsp cacao powder



1 packet/1.8g xylitol



2 Tbsp melted carob chips/vegan chocolate chips



Optional topping: cacao nibs, carob chips, shredded coconut
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Instructions
1. To make the pie crust, blend all of the ingredients together, but not too much—
you still want everything to be a bit chunky. To test the consistency, transfer into a
bowl and try to form a ball out of the mixture. If it sticks together, then it is a good
consistency. If it is too crumbly and falls apart, try adding in another blended date
or two.
2. Get out a pie dish and line with plastic wrap. Add in the crust mixture and press it
into the pie dish with your fingers, making it as even as possible. You want
everything to be firm and compact. Once that is done, place in the fridge whilst
you prepare the filling.
3. To make the filling, blend all of the ingredients together. Do a taste test and adjust
the sweetness to your liking. If it isn’t sweet enough, try adding in a teaspoon or so
of agave/honey/maple syrup or more xylitol. Careful to not overdue it on the
xylitol though—it is easy to add too much and then the dish becomes a bit oversweet in a sickly way.
4. Remove pie crust from the fridge and pour in the filling. Place in the fridge for at
least an hour so the filling has time to get cool and firm.
5. Remove from fridge, slice into pieces (they will probably be quite crumbly—you
might even want to eat it in a small bowl with a spoon) and enjoy!
Note: You can top with some chopped walnuts, carob chips, cacao nibs, or
shredded coconut. For an even more decadent filling, you could use avocado
instead of silken tofu, but the pie’s fat and calories will be increased.
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Gluten Free
Pumpkin Pie
FaveGlutenFreeRecipes Test Kitchen
Pumpkin pie is a staple of most Thanksgiving
celebrations with its flaky crust and flavorful
center. With this recipe for Gluten Free Pumpkin
Pie, everyone in the family can enjoy this
delicious holiday dessert!

Makes
1 nine-inch pie

Cook Time
50 min

Ingredients


1 can (15 oz) pumpkin puree (not pumpkin
pie filling)



2 eggs



1/2 cup sugar



2 1/2 teaspoons gluten free pumpkin pie
spice



1/2 teaspoon salt



1 can (12 oz) evaporated milk



1 gluten free pasty crust, packaged
or homemade recipe

Instructions
1. Preheat oven to 425 degrees F.
2. In a large bowl, stir together the pumpkin puree, eggs, and sugar until smooth.

Add spices and then add the milk gradually, whisking until it is smooth and
completely combined.
3. Pour into raw pastry crust and bake for 50 minutes to 1 hour, or until the filling is

just barely firm in the center.
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4-Ingredient NoBake Yogurt Pie
FaveGlutenFreeRecipes Test Kitchen
You’re going to fall in love with this yogurt pie
because it is insanely easy to make, delicious,
and entirely gluten free. You should make this
easy strawberry pie recipe for your next family
gathering, church potluck, or school bake sale.

Makes
1 pie

Ingredients


8 oz tub Cool Whip



1 pre-made gluten free pie crust



6 oz Greek yogurt, any flavor



Fruit (strawberries, blueberries, etc.)

Instructions
1. Mix the Cool Whip and yogurt together.
2. Pour into prepared pie crust and refrigerate until set.
3. Top with strawberries or other fruit, as desired.
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Gluten Free Pie
Crust
FaveGlutenFreeRecipes Test Kitchen
With only six ingredients you can create your very
own homemade gluten free pie crust to use
throughout the holidays. Click here to see a video
of this recipe in the making!

Makes
2 pie crusts

Ingredients


2 cups gluten free all-purpose flour (such as King Arthur Flour brand)



1/2 teaspoon salt



1 stick butter, frozen



1 egg, beaten



8 tablespoons ice water



2 tablespoons gluten free flour for rolling out

Instructions on the next page
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Instructions
1. To make the pie crust: place the flour and salt in a large bowl. Use the large holds
on a box grater to grate the butter directly into the dry ingredients, tossing with a
fork to coat the butter with flour particles. Add the egg and toss with a fork, then
add 4 tablespoons water and continue to toss and mix with the fork or your hands,
adding more water a tablespoon at a time as needed until the dough begins to
stick together.
2. Form the dough into a rough disc and divide in half into two discs.
3. Dough is ready to be used immediately or may be well wrapped in plastic and
chilled or frozen for later. Bring dough to cool room temperature before rolling.
4. To roll: Place a sheet of parchment paper on the work surface and dust lightly with
flour. Place one disc of dough on the parchment, lightly dust the top with flour and
place another piece of parchment on top. Use a rolling pin to roll into a circle
which is 1 inch wider all around than the pie pan you will be using.
5. Carefully peel the top sheet of parchment off, place the pie plate upside down
onto the dough and flip the pan, dough and bottom parchment over so that the
dough fits itself into the pan. This gluten free dough will probably split and crack
some when you do this—just patch by pinching any holes or splits closed with your
fingers. Trim the edges and crimp with your fingers or a fork to make a decorative
upright edge.
6. Fill and bake, or if making a two-crust pie, repeat rolling and flipping instructions for
the top crust.
Notes:
To pre-bake this crust (i.e., for a cream pie): Freeze the crust, lightly wrapped in
plastic wrap, overnight. Preheat oven to 425F and press a piece of foil tightly against
the interior surface. Bake for 12 minutes, remove the foil and brush the interior surface
with a light coating of beaten egg, and continue to bake about 3-4 minutes until the
egg coating is dry and the pastry is cooked through. Brushing with egg will assure that
the surface is dry and will not absorb the filling and get soft. Use this trick for soft fillings
like pumpkin or custard pies too.
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